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Turner, Henry S., ed. The Culture of Capital: Property, Cities, and
Knowledge in Early Modern England. New York and London: Routledge,
2002. ISBN: 0-415-92925-3 $27.40
Richard Cunningham, Acadia University
The Culture of Capital is, quite simply, a must read for all students of the early modern
period. It is a wide-ranging interdisciplinary collection of essays that offer investigation of material culture through the keyhole provided by the concept of “capital.”
The essays in this well-organized and, I have to say it again, wide-ranging collection touch on and use as points of departure “conceptions of property (economic
capital); the formation of urban communities (topographic capital); and the strategic
use of knowledge for social advancement, personal advantage, and power (cultural
capital)” (4). The essays are grouped under three headings—“Of Coin and Property,”
“Of Cities and Territory,” and “Of Culture and Its Currency”—that correspond with
the themes of economic, topographic, and cultural capital, and viewed as a whole
they live up to the desire expressed by editor Henry S. Turner to produce a project
“of historical recovery best achieved by positioning [a] critical analysis somewhere
between word, concept, and object—between capital as a linguistic artefact . . . and
capital as a historical phenomenon that requires a critical understanding of institutions, people, and power” (12). The term “capital,” that is, serves as the common
ground upon which the various contributors to this volume come together to discuss
material cultural practices such as discursivity, historiography, spatial arts such as
surveying, the capital city’s role as an early centre of modern capitalism, the the-
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atre, urbanization, constructions of race, mathematics and subjectivity, and religion.
Impressive coverage, for a single volume.
The collection grew out of the “Working Capital” conference held at Columbia
University and Barnard College. Taken as a whole, the book stands as an example of
the best of what John Guillory characterizes, in his introductory essay to the third
section, as a “new economic criticism” (223). The very notion of an “economic criticism,” whether new or not, may well be enough to scare off some potential readers,
but such readers need only start the book with Guillory’s short introduction, “A New
Subject for Criticism” (223 – 30), to understand that he and Turner and the rest of the
contributors are as self-reflexive in their critical practice as any reader could hope
critics, scholars, and intellectuals would be.
The collection is introduced by Henry S. Turner in an essay with the same title as
the book, “The Culture of Capital,” and in his essay Turner provides a brief account
that hits squarely on the thematic core of each of the essays found in the volume as
well as providing the necessary overview to enable the reader to keep all the balls in 215
the air until enough of the book has been read to make the interdisciplinary connections available. Turner’s well-written introduction thereby helps The Culture of
Capital avoid a not-infrequent problem of interdisciplinary collections, wherein the
parts can seem to contest each other or to detract from the whole by making contestatory claims on the reader’s credibility or comprehension. The pieces of this collection
do much to avoid this problem, but Turner’s introduction bridges the gap such that
the reader is never left wondering what a given essay has to do with either its section,
the whole, or even the essays on either side of it.
According to Turner, the volume has at its heart an “analytic project” that seeks to
address “two central problems . . . the problem of periodization” (1) and “the problem
of interdisciplinarity” (3). The latter concern speaks to the self-reflexivity that is a
hallmark of the collection. Through an explicit appeal to the Foucauldean method of
defining objects through their constitution and deployment within discursive fields,
the problem of interdisciplinarity is addressed—though no claim is made that it is,
or should be, “solved”—by essays that “work with the methods of several fields of
study rather than simply across their boundaries” (4). That is, the authors of these
essays recognize that reducing discussions of “institutions, people, and power” into
a single vocabulary would “solve” the “problem” of interdisciplinarity through the
ultimately reductive practice of homogenizing several disciplines or discourses into
only one. No such attempt is made to distill a “new economic criticism” into a single
discursive field. Instead, the individual strengths of each author’s disciplinary background and professional and personal interests are brought to bear on the individual
texts that represent the Foucauldean field from which the economic, topographic,
and cultural capital serves to define “capital” in early modern England, which in
its turn provides the other of the two problems addressed and self-reflexively not
solved by this volume. The early modern period as defined by Turner et al is “a period
extending from approximately 1500 to 1700,” (2) which, like any historical period, is
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“finally little more than [a] convenience[. . .] of expression” (2). The convergence of
these two problems animates The Culture of Capital through its determined inquiry
to re-examine the presupposition that the early modern period in England can be
characterized as the period in which critics and scholars can find “‘the transition
to capitalism’” positioned as “a latent system perpetually on the cusp of emergence”
(2). Rather, the “new economic criticism” one finds in this text presents “analysis of
the specific forms that capital might take and of the specific locations and modes of
activity in which these forms appeared” (2 – 3) thus demonstrating how Turner’s collection not only “reflects” but indeed participates in and extends “recent interest in
material culture” (2).
In the first section, “Of Coin and Property,” the reader fi nds essays by Martha
C. Howell, Robert S. DuPlessis, Lena Cowen Orlin, and Henry S. Turner. Howell’s
essay, “The Language of Property in Early Modern Europe,” is an introduction to this
section and to the three more substantial pieces one finds there. Howell reiterates
216 the re-focusing of the critical lens from “the usual concerns of scholars in pursuit
of capitalism’s past—production and consumption, money and credit, or class and
social contest—[to] . . . capitalism’s early history as a discursive history” (17). Because
DuPlessis, Orlin, and Turner concentrate on capitalism “when the talk was not yet of
capital but of movables and immovables, of patrimonial and nonpatrimonial goods,
we gain a[. . .] clear[. . .] sense of the material and conceptual revolutions necessary
for there to have been ‘capital’” (24). A deeper, more nuanced understanding of the
emergence of a concept is one of the great promises of interdisciplinary collaboration, and Howell’s reading of the essays that follow her introduction delivers what it
promises.
Robert DuPlessis’ “Capital Formations” is an account of the development of “capital” as a discursive entity, in which he does not fail to remind us of what should
be glaringly obvious—for example that “no one set out programmatically to build
capitalism or even to make capital” (28), or that “capital grew out of the thought
and experience of diverse groups” (29)—but that is often lost or glossed over in economic histories, as well as reaching the insightful conclusion that to some “capital
was a thing” while “to others it was a relation—and an asymmetrical one, in and
to which they were subordinate” (42). To reach this conclusion, and to convince his
reader to share it, DuPlessis tracks the use of “capital” through the latter half of the
period defined by Turner, with little reference to its early years. In her essay, “Fictions
of the Early Modern Probate Inventory,” Lena Orlin demonstrates the inadequacies
and inaccuracies of quantitative analysis of probate inventories. Orlin starts from
the position that such inventories “have too often been taken as transparent texts”
and that this erroneous stance has led to “sweeping historical claims” that purport
to be based on “unimpeachably objective” source material (52). As she demonstrates
with the analysis she then provides of a number of actual inventories and their misinterpretations, the notion of objectivity is as misplaced when applied to probate
inventories as it is when applied to a self-avowedly fictional work. In the final essay of
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the first section Henry Turner presents a cultural study of the emergent force of the
spatial arts, as they pertain to literary arts in the period and at the furthest reaches
of the culture of capital. Like all the essays in this collection, Turner’s draws on the
most current work relevant to his topic and in so doing provides yet another interdisciplinary layer to the work of this impressive volume. As noted above, the authors
compose within Foucault’s method, but they also read and give the impression that
they live their professional disciplinary lives within this paradigm. By drawing on
work on early modern universities, mathematics, theatre, and surveying Turner
demonstrates the value to early modern studies of paying attention to the practical
as well as the theoretical, religious, or philosophical knowledges of the period. His
detailed articulation of “the terminological oscillation between ‘plat’ and ‘plot’” (103)
enables Turner to use the “process of conceptual appropriation” (104) to shed new
light on conceptual connections between familiar early modern “figure[heads]” such
as Jonson, Dekker, and Shakespeare, and those with uncertain social status, such as
mathematicians, engineers, and surveyors (119).
In Vanessa Harding’s introduction to the second section, “London, Change and
Exchange,” the section entitled as “Of Cities and Territories,” she puns on London as
capital as she argues for the necessity of recognizing the multiplicities of experience
in early modern London. As Harding notes, the essays in this section by David Harris
Sacks, Jean E. Howard, Chloe Wheatley, and Karen Newman are all “concerned with
London as a locus of production . . . of a new sensibility, a new culture, or a new material environment” (133). The essays work to represent “a new metropolitan culture . .
. inventing itself” (132). For example, David Harris Sacks’ piece, “The Metropolis and
the Revolution,” is essentially an extended critique of Robert Brenner’s 1993 book
Merchants and Revolution. Sacks uses this critique to complicate our “understanding [of] London’s role in early modern English society” (141) by calling attention
to the fact that “early modern London . . . . cannot be reduced to a single formula,
even one with the theoretical power and sociological complexity that Brenner offers”
(148). According to Sacks, “the extraeconomic aspects of urban life” (151) are insufficiently considered in Brenner’s analysis, and by attending to such aspects Sacks
seeks not to challenge but to build upon Brenner’s work, and in so doing show how
“London’s astonishing growth [in the period] . . . . made possible the spread of this
consumer-oriented economy and its market culture within the British Isles,” and
eventually elsewhere (156). London, one might say, was as engaged with self-fashioning in the early modern period as were any of its citizens. In “Competing Ideologies
of Commerce in Thomas Heywood’s If You Know Not Me You Know Nobody, Part II,”
Jean Howard argues that a study of the genre of the city comedy can enable improved
assessment of the horizontal axis of discourse analysis and the vertical axis of literary history. She uses the characters of Gresham and Hobson in Heywood’s play
to demonstrate the approach she suggests. Howard’s interpretation of Gresham’s
forward-looking commercial model and Hobson’s nostalgic one enable one to see
very easily the connection between this essay and one of the book’s two primary
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problematics, the problem of periodicity, while her genre analysis allows her to compare and contrast the national, monarchical, historiography of writers like Holinshed
and Edward Hall to the urban, merchant-hero historiography of writers like Richard
Grafton or John Stow. By adhering to the latter model, Howard argues, authors of city
comedies helped “install London citizens in the heroic roles once reserved for more
exalted social subjects and to elevate London itself to a new place of pre-eminence”
(167). In “The Pocket Books of Early Modern History” Chloe Wheatley keeps John
Stow in the reader’s eye while she argues that he presented “the ideological benefits of
representing London as the synecdochic heart of English history” (198) by focusing on
charitable acts in his summaries of chronicle histories. By so doing, Wheatley argues,
Stow managed to “articulate and . . . legitimate emergent ideas about London’s central
role in the perpetuation, through time, of English social and political stability” (184).
Stow’s printed work, that is, would have produced an effect similar to that of the city
comedies: in this genre, too, citizens of London would have played an “heroic” role.
218 This role is made more personal, more individual, through Karen Newman’s analysis
of Donne’s first satire in “Walking Capitals.” Newman uses the first satire to conjure
an ideological image of the emergence of what she calls “a newly metropolitanized
subject” (217) in early modern London and Paris. This essay seems to move in the
opposite direction from Turner’s. Where the latter uses a cultural context to inform
our understanding of literature, Newman uses literature to argue for an understanding of a cultural moment, and in so doing she presents an important challenge to the
assertion that the nineteenth century was the great time of urbanization.
John Guillory introduces the third section of the book, Of Culture and Its
Currency,” with “A New Subject for Criticism,” an important essay in which the
author provides a thoughtful and thought-provoking critique of the entire enterprise
of The Culture of Capital. While he also introduces the essays by Jonathan Goldberg,
Denise Albanese, and Peter Stallybrass, Guillory cautions against risks he identifies as attendant upon the “new economic criticism” (223) within which practice he
clearly places the book’s essays. He warns practitioners and potential practitioners of
this approach against transforming “borrowed notions [from essentially economic
theories such as Marxism] into merely thematic preoccupations” (224); he warns
against the limitless “metaphorization” of “a concept such as ‘capital’” (224); and
he warns against the all-things-being-equal approach to cultural explanation (226).
Obviously, his cautions are not unique to criticism that chooses “capital,” capitalism,
or economic explanations as its point of departure; practitioners of any critical practice could benefit from reading Guillory’s essay and applying its cautions to their own
work. But it is characteristic of the self-reflexivity one encounters repeatedly in The
Culture of Capital that such a cautionary piece would be included.
In “The Print of Goodness” Jonathan Goldberg argues that ll. 350 – 61 of act 1,
scene 2 of The Tempest, lines spoken by Miranda and concerning Caliban, recognizably contain an “anticipat[ion of] a notion of race found in Enlightenment philosophy
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and political discourse” (232). By using a variety of secondary as well as primary
sources Goldberg evokes from Miranda’s lines a racializing of Caliban as “pedagogic [as attributable to Ascham as to Shakespeare], anthropological [Aristotle],
philosophical [Locke], and historical [Hegel] (non)subject” (246). As suggested by
the complexity of my own previous sentence, Goldberg’s essay is dense and difficult,
albeit well-informed and convincing. In “Mathematics as a Social Formation” Denise
Albanese examines some of the works of Robert Recorde, John Tapp, and Richard
Dee to argue that the term “mathematics” in the early modern period, “signifies a .
. . discipline whose cohesion and authority are very importantly at issue in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, in England and elsewhere” (257). Albanese argues
for a connection between math as a written practice, and therefore “a skill potentially
appropriate to the literate humanist subject” (256) and as a mere craft “associated
with artisanal skills and practices” (256 – 7). Through-out this essay, humanist educational goals are juxtaposed with those of the early modern mathematicians in order
to critique the cultural formation of mathematics as a “cultural dominant” (259).
Peter Stallybrass’s “The Value of Culture and the Disavowal of Things” is a fitting
capstone piece for this collection. Stallybrass argues that capitalist culture separates
people and things in more obvious ways than is generally acknowledged, and than
did pre-capitalist society. He also argues that Christianity is based on economic metaphors and that the Reformation obscured this base. Stallybrass skips about lightly
from text to text, never dwelling for long on any one source, and in this as well as
in the comprehensiveness of his topic and the sophistication of his prose, his essay
stands as a model for the lively vitality, the commingling of depth and breadth, the
yoking together of disparate and similar elements that is the hallmark of The Culture
of Capital, and indeed of any high-quality interdisciplinary work.
In conclusion, The Culture of Capital is a first rate collection of essays on a wide
array of topics of interest and importance to early modernists. The only caution I
would offer potential readers is not to embark on the book one essay at a time, for
fear of losing the larger picture, and not to expect to read any of the essays with less
than full attention. Some of them are more difficult than others, but none of them is
simple. This is not to say any of them are hard to read because they are poorly written;
far from it. Each piece in this collection is a model of the kind of high-powered intellectual engagement of toward which every scholar ought to strive. Although “The
Culture of Capital” is likely to be an off-putting title to some, it might be just those
who would most resist it who would most benefit from reading and engaging with
it.
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Krobb, Florian, and Sabine Strümper Krobb, eds. Literaturvermittlung
um 1900: Fallstudien zu Wegen ins deutschsprachige kulturelle System.
Amsterdam and New York: Rodopi, 2001. 181pp. $35
Martina Kolb, Istituto di Studi Avanzati, Università di Bologna
As a determined dedication to polyphony—“kulturelle und literische [sic]
Vielstimmigkeit” (22)—, cultural transmission and intercultural dialogue in an era
between two centuries, this book presents itself as a collection of nine case studies, thematizing the conditions, processes and results of socio-political selection and
literary adaptation, manipulated publishing and editorial distribution of foreign
texts and figures in fin-de-siècle Germany and Austria—although Switzerland’s case
remains surprisingly tacit. Since the subject is of extraordinary international interest,
it is unfortunate that the nine authors’ contributions are so different in theme and
220 scope that one is left to wonder which lowest common denominator could have had
the theoretical capacity to bring them together in a way that would conceptually transcend the editors’ loosely deployed ideas about transmission between the early 1870s
and the end of World War One. These ideas speak to a process so common in literary
commerce after all—the Krobbs themselves mention Shakespeare translations and
Goethean “Weltliteratur” (9)—that they hardly suffice to explain this random selection out of a wide thematic, generic and linguistic pool.
After a stimulating first page, the remainder of the editors’ introduction (7-22)
testifies to this weakness, in that it enumerates a range of transmissive possibilities—translations and dictionaries, influences and biographies, imitations and
transformations—, but without arriving at a convincing theoretical perspective on
their juxtaposition of these nine essays under the auspices of the book’s complex title.
Its subtitle Fallstudien rings a psychoanalytic bell, as well as that of marginalized
authors and texts, whereas the main title not only presents Literaturvermittlung—
which denotes the communicative transmission of literary texts, and connotes
literature’s role itself as transmissive—, but chooses to do so by adding an explicitly arbitrary and artificially historicized point in time (13). 1900 was the year of
Freud’s Interpretation of Dreams and of Nietzsche’s death—two eccentric figures in
the German-speaking turn-of-the-century cultural system, who might have deserved
a reference in this cultivation of “Stimmenvielfalt” and “Stilpluralismus” (14).
The Krobbs’ title does not come to life in the thick description (Geertz) one expects
in the cultural complex of literary transmission: if we do not have a context for
somebody’s winking, we cannot know what it implies; meanwhile, the wink takes
on a variety of potentially equivocal interpretations. What the editors’ call system
is described thinly rather than thickly, in that it minutely but exclusively—etymologically speaking even un-systematically—describes these “winks”, rather than
inclusively placing them in transition between their original cultural departure
and their potential intercultural arrival. But then the Krobbs do not speak of cul-
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tural settings or contexts, but add another loaded word: system. This makes sense,
if system theory is regarded as an interdisciplinary model that strives for a description of individual phenomena rather than cultural organisms, in order to establish
a polyphonous framework for a discourse which means more than its prophecy. It
is one thing, however, to introduce a theory with one footnote (Itamar Even-Zohar,
17), but it is yet another that in a jargoned introduction “Literatursystem” remains as
undefined as the “deutschsprahige [sic] kulturelle System” (17).
Freud’s cases represent individual stories which undergo subsequent comparative
interpretation, become case studies, and provide an increasingly firm foundation for
psychoanalysis in ways that transcend a mere series of otherwise perfectly separate
cases. Collecting papers concerned with Yiddish, Celtic, Dutch and French, as well as
with Irish, Eastern European Jewish and Flemish contacts between people and texts,
Literaturvermittlung implicitly adopts Freud’s notion of the Fallstudie, but provides
neither a reference for this selection of cases, nor a preliminary conclusion—a problem which manifests itself in a volume of essays conceptually as disparate as they are
individually valuable cases of literary case studies.
Joachim Fischer’s positivistic discussion of Irish lands and tales, “Märchen aus
Irlands Gauen: Irisches und dessen Vermittlung im Kaiserreich” (23-44) quotes the
German translation of Yeats’ Irish Fairy Tales (33), and is concerned with the contemporary German perception of Irish literature as situated on an exotically peripheral,
nebulously mythic turf, composed by writers who chose not to distinguish between
“Phantasie und Realität” (44). Although it would have been enriching to learn more
about the transmission of specific texts rather than of a pool of clichés, Fischer provides a superb insight by noting that while Shaw, Wilde and Moore were opposing
the Ossianic tendency in Anglo-Irish literature, German critics cherished the Celtic
Renaissance for different reasons, and simply incorporated it into their stereotypical
agenda (38).
Gabriele von Glasenapp’s “Eine neue und neuartige Epoche: Ostjüdische Literatur in
deutsch-jüdischen Zeitschriften und Almanachen vor dem Ersten Weltkrieg” (45-60)
eloquently demonstrates how in the era of World War One, Eastern European Jewish
literature was established in Germany as “zweites Paradigma jüdischer Literatur”
(60). While drawing attention to Karpeles’ significant editorial role against both
anti-Semitism and political Zionism (Herzl), Glasenapp provides names of Jewish
(Franzos and Samuely) and non-Jewish (Sacher-Masoch and Orzeszkowa) authors,
who were intent on rehabilitating Yiddish as literary language, as well as incorporating the Ostjudentum into a broader socio-cultural community.
Conceived as a presentation of “Kontakte zwischen niederländisch- und
deutschsprachigen Autoren: Persönliche Bekanntschaften und Begegnungen um die
Jahrhundertwende” (61-73), Leopold Decloedt’s contribution focuses on the practical
and commercial sides of transmission. He examines marginalized language rather
than literature, concentrating on lives rather than texts—the correspondence between
two Dutch-Flemish authors (van Eeden and de Mont) and an array of German lite-
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rati. Demonstrating how 1890 to1900 was a decade of great German interest in things
Dutch, Decloedt informs about contact between Verwey and George, Pannwitz,
Wolfskehl, Hofmannsthal and others (61), as well as between Zweig and Donkersloot,
and Hesse and Masereel (62). While mentioning such general themes as Hesse and
van Eeden’s shared interest in the Orient—a well-known aspect of most fin-de-siècle
movements rather than a speciality of two authors—, Decloedt also writes about van
Eeden as Freud, Hesse, Zweig and Hauser’s correspondent.
Florian Krobb’s distinguished essay on the literary figure and the manyfold
itineraries of the dandy is likely the finest piece in the book. “— denn Begriffe begraben das Leben der Erscheinungen: Über einen Versuch, den Dandy in die deutsche
Literatur einzubürgern” (75-91) sets out by presenting denotations and connotations
of the word “dandy” (75-76), delivers a summary of the dandy’s various international representations, manifests the cultural transfer of this untranslated character,
and discusses the double transmission “über die Zeit- und über die Sprachgrenzen
222 hinweg” (80). Krobb studies the dandy as “die wahre Ikone der Moderne” (78), as
well as the figure’s theatricality and self-referentiality, asking the very question that
in a generalized form would also have fared well in his editorial introduction: “wie
gelang[t] der Dandy [...] in das deutschsprachige kulturelle System, wenn seine [...]
Wurzeln und [...] Ausprägungen doch so erkennbar auf nichtdeutsche kulturelle
Systeme verweisen” (78)? Krobb plays on an equivocal quote from Schaukal, where
the dandy is “transplantiert” (81) into fin-de-siècle Vienna, and inquires into how the
dandy could eventually adopt proto-Fascist attitudes (90).
Claudia Girardi’s “Pierrotdichtungen im deutschen Sprachraum um 1900” (93-111)
presents a comparable theme, in that she continues Krobb’s concern with the transmission of literary figures. While “Pierrot” originates in the commedia dell’arte, he
is transported to Germany and Austria mainly through French melancholic variants
(Verlaine). Girardi’s chapter is governed by plot summaries and the changing characterization of the Pierrot figure in works by Lothar, Blei, Specht, Beer, Hoff mann,
Schnitzler, Levetzow and Fischer, with some comments on Hofmannsthal’s translation, and with a clear dedication to Schaukal’s theatrical presence in Vienna.
Before eventually positing Herzfeld as “Fallbeispiel dafür, wie um 1900 literarische Innovationen sich durch verschiedene Vermittlungswege [...] einen Weg in
das System der deutsch-österreichischen Literatur bahnen konnten” (130), Sabine
Strümper-Krobb’s “Zwischen Naturalismus und Impressionismus: Marie Herzfeld
als Vermittlerin skandinavischer Literatur” (113-130) outlines the enthusiastic
German reception of Scandinavian literature between 1870 and 1914, gives reasons
for this vogue—such as an authorial inauguration of translators, who could literally appropriate Scandinavian texts, which were not part of the Bern convention; or
Scandinavian literature’s fearless modernity in making taboos publically accessible
(Hamsun, Jacobsen, Ibsen)—, presenting Herzfeld’s contacts with Hofmannsthal,
Eschenbach, Franzos, Rilke and Klimt, her translations and criticism, as well as her
energetic talent in organizing vital scenes of transmission (116). Strümper-Krobb
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takes a close look at two Herzfeld-translations of the same original, and in her minute
analysis (126-128) lucidly demonstrates how Herzfeld eventually translates according
to critic-Herzfeld’s principles.
Robert Halsall’s “Zur Kierkegaardrezeption Hermann Brochs” (131-146) summarizes that “man kann [...] vom Ansatzpunkt ausgehen, daß Broch an zeitgenössischen
Debatten im Umkreis des Brenners teilnahm, die von den Ideen Kierkegaards
beeinflußt wurden” (145), virtually showing how novelist Broch became a Danish
philosopher. While Halsall’s observation of the “indirekter Einfluß Kierkegaards auf
Broch [...] wahrscheinlich durch die Übersetzungen und Schriften Theodor Haeckers”
(132) is not a surprise, his focus on Kierkegaardean-Brochean transformation of
aesthetics into ethics, and of ethics into mysticism, is interesting indeed for Broch
readers, even though it remains obscure as to what Halsall’s actual point is about the
kind of philosophical influence on literature that he calls Broch’s “Annäherung an
Kierkegaardsche Ideen” (141), or his “Versuch, die Struktur der ethischen Wahl [...]
223
literarisch darzustellen.” (143).
Judith Beniston’s “L’Annonce faite à Marie im deutschen Sprachgebiet” (147-165)
discusses how cosmopolitan Claudel’s Catholic mysticism is received surprisingly
well by a non-Catholic avantgarde, stating that this reception is the result mainly
of Blei and Hegner’s work (148), which juxtaposed Catholic and Jewish mysticism
in the Neue Blätter (150)—a reception that is much more than the consequence
of the “Schönheit von Claudels poetischer Sprache” (153), his “Affi nität zum
Expressionismus”, or his “Betonung des Ekstatischen” (154). Beniston convincingly
points to the “übernationale Europaidee” (160), evident in Claudel’s approval of
Hegner’s translation of Annonce faite, which remains faithful to the original’s private-mystic components, while rewriting the piece’s patriotic impact—a classic case
of a linguistically and historically “eingedeutscht” (156) transplantation into another
national and cultural setting.
Literaturvermittlung closes with Stefanie Stockhorst’s compelling essay on “das
interkulturelle Genre ‘Reiseliteratur’” (169). “Populäre Kulturvermittlung nach 1900:
Selbst- und Fremdbilder in den Reiseberichten von Hanns Heinz Ewers” (167-181)
characterizes travel writing as “zwischen Fiktionalität und Faktualität schwebend”
(167), “zwischen literarischem Exotismus und wissenschaft licher Ethnographie” (168).
Stockhorst concentrates on world traveler and popular writer Ewers’ textual strategies
and artistic representations, his biased selection of exotic images, and his chauvinistic
judgment of non-European scenes, for which Ewers and his readers nonetheless long
in their states of repression and “eurozentrische Selbstgenügsamkeit” (177), where
the foreign is complacently approached by familiar categories. Stockhorst shows how
Ewers replaces thick description by “totale Erklärungen” (170-171), powerfully critiquing how he “stellt sich [...] unter dem Deckmantel der detailgenauen Subjektivität
einen Freibrief zur ignoranten Fiktionalisierung des Fremden aus” (181).
That its themes and methods of inquiry, personal styles and individual qualities are as varied as its authors, might be cherished in a generous reading of
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Literaturvermittlung—a book on polyphony and pluralism, whose individual
chapters offer a wide spectrum of insight into the transformative powers of textual
transmission. The editorial logic of composition, however, remains as latent as the
cross-disciplinary whereabouts of this volume’s actual cultural comparativism.

Ringler, Dick. Bard of Iceland: JÓnas HallgrÍmsson, Poet and Scientist.
Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2002. Pp. 474. $45.
Erla L. C. Anderson, University of Alberta
Ringler’s book represents a significant addition to scholarship in modern Icelandic
literature. It makes available for the first time an extensive body of Hallgrímsson’s
224 work in English and thereby paves the way for more scholarship on Iceland’s beloved
poet. His style is conversational, and the picture he paints of Hallgrímsson helps us
understand the poet and the man.
This book is an analysis of the work of Jónas Hallgrímsson (1807-1845), poet and
naturalist. In Part One, Ringler reveals Hallgrímsson’s life experience, the early influences of his schoolmates and teachers, and his literary growth. Part Two delves into
Hallgrímsson’s poetry and prose, with their themes of nature, science, and politics. In
the Appendix, Ringler first gives an accessible overview of historical Icelandic poetry
and Hallgrímsson’s place in it, and explains Hallgrímsson’s rhythm and alliteration,
citing specific passages from Hallgrímsson’s work. He then examines Hallgrímsson’s
prosody. Ringler concludes with 57 impressive pages of end notes, which provide
excellent context for the works. Photographs and sketches of the Icelandic landscape
and of key places in Hallgrímsson’s life round out the text. And for the reader who
wishes to delve more deeply, Ringler has also written an unpublished manuscript
containing a more extensive collection of Hallgrímsson’s works and a Web site
1
collection .
In the text, Ringler reveals several influences that shaped Hallgrímsson’s muse:
not only his upbringing, schooling at Bessastaðir, life in Denmark, and acquaintances; but also Icelandic politics, language, and culture -- issues of his day. He paints
Hallgrímsson as an artist and a scientist, an educated man who reflected on the changing political and cultural climate in Iceland. Ringler points out that Hallgrímsson
was influenced by European writers of his time and that Hallgrímsson’s travels to
Denmark affected his outlook on Iceland.
Ringler claims that Hallgrímsson separated from the mainstream poetic forms of
his day, which included rÍmur (Icelandic ballads) and poetry with a memorial theme.
In his translation, he uses the same versification as Hallgrímsson did, with a few
exceptions, emphasizing that the poems are meant to be read aloud or sung; indeed,
several were put to music and exist in recordings. Where possible, Ringler provides
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for each piece the date and form of writing, the original manuscript title and first
publication date, and commentary. In his commentary he elaborates on symbolic references and place names, and what Hallgrímsson’s life was like at the time the piece
was written. The author evokes the Icelandic landscape Hallgrímsson wrote about so
lovingly, interspersing the facts of Hallgrímsson’s life with his poetry, thus giving a
fuller interpretation of the poet.
Ringler’s book has several qualities that contribute to its significance. Although,
as Ringler acknowledges, there have been previous English translations, he makes
accessible for the first time to English readers a comprehensive book on the life
and work of Hallgrímsson and he sets the stage for further English translation and
assessment of Hallgrímsson’s works. The book as a whole is thorough in scope, from
the details of Hallgrímsson’s life to the commentary on his work, to the end notes.
Ringler’s style is informative yet accessible to the lay reader. His delightful inclusion of figures and plates enhances the story. This book is a rigorous analysis of one
of Iceland’s most interesting, self-expressive, and accomplished characters. Ringler’s 225
book is long overdue, but pleasantly worth the wait.

Boulter, Jonathan. Interpreting Narrative in the Novels of Samuel Beckett.
Gainesville, Florida: University Press of Florida, 2002. 158 pp. $59.95.
Harry Vandervlist, University of Calgary
Jonathan Boulter opens his book Interpreting Narrative in the Novels of Samuel Beckett
by observing that the present is “an extraordinarily vibrant time for Beckett studies”
(1). It is true that criticism of Beckett’s work has begun to achieve a new maturity
after traversing a long initial phase of discovery and mapping. That period led into an
often reactive phase in large part occupied with finding in Beckett’s work allegories
of post-structuralist theory from the 1970s and 1980s, often dazzlingly suggestive. It
now falls to critics like Boulter to capitalize upon the best work performed to date by
others, while employing a broad range of philosophy and literary theory in order to
synthesize and extend the work of those foregoers. (It would be wrong, and unpropitious, to call critics such as Porter Abbott “predecessors.”)
Boulter’s main contribution lies in his extended application of Gadamerian
philosophical hermeneutics to an analysis of Beckett’s fiction from Watt through
Mercier and Camier and the Molloy trilogy, to How It Is. At first sight this seems like
a doomed project. (And in fact little seems to have been writen on the intersections of
Gadmerian hermeneutics and Beckett, with the exception of Howard Pearce’s 1992
“Text and Testimony: Samuel Beckett’s Catastrophe,” an article Boulter does not cite.)
Boulter himself admits the irony of invoking a hermeneutic interpretive dialogue
with reference to Beckett’s famously self-undermining language: in other words, “the
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[Beckettian] subject is articulated into a zone that compels dialogue even as it denies
its hermeneutic viability” (16). Beckett’s unsettled fictional worlds and Gadamer’s
world of interpretive judgments remain commensurable, Boulter argues, because
“Beckett’s narrators, like Gadamer, explicitly argue that meaning, or the revelation
of Being, can only arise through the structures of language; yet the Beckett narrator
inhabits a closed universe in the sense that the language he uses only ever refers back
to the grounds of its own failure” (2). ). In the face of this problem, what makes interpretation possible and even obligatory is that “language still functions even if only
as a gauge of its own impossibility” (16). As long as language functions, then, some
kind of dialogic exchange, and some kind of hermeneutic activity remains, however
“open” or even “empty” they may be.
In fact Boulter’s use of hermeneutics suggests that earlier deconstructive readings
of Beckett may have taken the narrative’s declarations of its own indeterminacy too
much at face value. Although a kind of “open indeterminacy” (to use the expres226 sion Boulter borrows from Gadamer’s Truth and Method) is important in Beckett’s
work, this indeterminacy would have no force if it did not engage with elements
that a reader reckons as determinate, such as literary and historic intertexts or one’s
own reading “self” with its desires. Boulter offers a thoughtful reading of both traditionally stabilizing elements in Mercier and Camier, concluding that Beckettian
“intertextuality functions neither to parody an original nor to stabilize a present
text” (56). The frustration of the reader’s desire for textual order also receives careful attention. Mercier and Camier’s comical narrative summaries become a tactic to
“expose that desire as desire and thus as artifice to be revealed” (54). The openness
of Beckettian indeterminacy is usefully clarified here. It results, Boulter argues, from
both proposing these traditional stabilizers, apparently to help ground the reading
of an already indeterminate text, then withdrawing their stability in turn. Boulter
saves himself from having to call the resulting effect “free play” pure and simple, by
emphasizing how much the essential hermeneutic transactions of reading remain in
place despite the difficulty of giving determinate names to any of the content of those
transactions.
Boulter sees a related kind of double maneuver in Watt. There, the text “compels
the reader away from asserting a specific hermeneutic even as it makes the reader
complicit in the hermeneutic act” (37). It is not new to find in Watt some sort of
allegory of the reading and interpreting process. What Boulter adds is an emphasis
on the reader’s role and responsibility as a “secular hermeneutic “supplement” that
works in the excesses of the semiotic void to articulate that void” (37). This view
suggests that Beckett’s readers are implicated in, but not entirely imprisoned by, the
failures of language that plague Beckett’s narrators.
Molloy offers an excellent place to test this notion, since it mirrors the reader’s
situation by making the narrator-detective Moran into a reader. In Boulter’s words,
Beckett “articulates his writing subject as a reading subject” (64). Th is allows Moran’s
problems to become the reader’s problems, as “epistemological questions of location,
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subjectivity and temporality—who? where? when?—become our own in a manner
that simultaneously suggests the urgency of response and the ultimate impossibility
of responding” (64). Yet even though “we” readers may recognize that we have entered
the Beckettian world of obligation and impossibility, “we” also remain outside it as
the kind of “supplement” Boulter describes. As he pursues this acknowledgement of
the actual reader’s partial separation from the discursive dilemmas faced by Beckett’s
narrators and the inscribed reader, Boulter provides an account of the ethical force
found in this series of novels which has often been seen as the epitome of a selfcontained textual universe. As he puts it, “the response to the overarching question
posed by The Unnamable—whence ethics in a purely discursive context?—can be
answered: in the reader” (108). Th is emphasis on the living reader in all his or her
“facticity” (a word Boulter uses very frequently to describe Beckett’s text as well)
offers a salutary balance to the picture of Beckett’s fictional worlds as enclosing readers who are thought of as purely inscribed, discursive beings. There is no questions
that readers are inscribed in the process of reading: yet they also inhabit situations 227
as factual as those Beckett faced during his writing career, and must make decisions
despite “not knowing” in any final sense. Boulter connects the situation of Beckett’s
“historical, i.e, actual, reader” (136n) and Beckett’s characters through Gadamer’s
concept of phronesis, or a decision made “in a balance of practical judgment and
incomplete experience” (103). In other words, those moments when epistemological
limits dictate that you can’t go on, yet you go on.
The role of the reader underlines the importance of dialogue, which provides
the focus for Boulter’s chapter on How It Is and his conclusion, which looks briefly
toward the plays and short fictions that followed. These chapters reemphasize the
combination of a compulsory dialogical function for the language of Beckett’s texts,
which is accompanied by an insistence on such a dialogue’s “hermeneutical impossibility.” Boulter summarizes the result by saying that “The result of this aporetic
dialogical matrix is the ever-retreating narrator, that narrative voice impossible to
locate” (128). Put in those terms, his conclusions hardly sound like something new
in Beckett criticism. The concept of “abysmal games” in Beckett’s fiction dates back
exactly twenty years. What is new, and what makes this book worthwhile, is the path
taken to arrive there, and the promising emphasis on readers (who have been waiting
patiently almost since Wolfgang Iser last paid them a visit.)
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Gordon, Lois. Reading Godot. New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002. Pp.
224. $28 (cloth).
Sarah Bay-Cheng, Colgate University
In 1977, the American director Alan Schneider saw Samuel Beckett’s directorial
version of Waiting for Godot in Brooklyn. Delighted by the staging and Beckett’s
textual changes, Schneider wrote to Beckett: “It was beautiful. Even though this time
I knew what to expect. Horst [Bollman as Estragon] and Stefan [Wigger as Vladimir]
were like parts of one person.” Lois Gordon’s reaction to Godot in her latest study of
Beckett, Reading Godot, is strikingly similar. Gordon proposes a psychoanalytical
context for Beckett’s famous play, which she claims creates “an elaborate portrait of
the mind” through the construction of characters as pieces of a fragmented self (15).
To support this reading, Gordon argues that Sigmund Freud’s concept of conglomer228 ation—the collecting of dream fragments into a seemingly unified whole—functions
as the structuring device for the play, thus rendering locations, action, and most
importantly, characters, as fragments of a universal modern self.
While the use of Freudian terminology to explicate Beckett is nothing new in studies of Godot, Gordon’s consideration of Freud’s “conglomerative effect” explores not
only the seemingly illogical language in the play, but also Beckett’s eventual directorial choices as recorded in his Regiebuch from 1975. From both a literary and a
practical perspective, Gordon’s proposed reading is an intriguing one. She claims
in the introduction that “the body of Beckett criticism…has not dealt adequately
with the psychological depth of his characters, with their emotional world—with
Beckett’s vision of human nature” (12). While Gordon overstates her case a bit (there
are numerous psychological considerations of Beckett’s Waiting for Godot and other
works), a thorough study of the play from the perspective of psychoanalysis is certainly warranted.
Unfortunately, the book fails to articulate a cohesive reading of Godot from this
perspective. While Gordon offers some useful insights into Waiting for Godot through
the lens of Freudian theory, the book as a whole sits somewhat awkwardly between
a generalized overview of Godot in historical and cultural context, and a more specific psychological study of the text. For example, although the introduction makes
clear that Gordon reads Waiting for Godot as a kind of waking dream of a “universal
self” (16), the organization of the book works against a systematic understanding of
Freud’s theory and its connection to the play.
Gordon begins her analysis of the play with a biography of Beckett leading up to
the beginning of his work on Godot in 1946. From here she moves abruptly to a familiar discussion of Waiting for Godot as an example of existential play, drawing more
on Albert Camus’ “The Myth of Sisyphus” than Freud’s Interpretation of Dreams. It
is not until Chapter Three, “The Dream as a Manifestation of Unconscious Language
and Emotion: The Conglomerative Effect” (nearly halfway through the book) that
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Gordon introduces the concept of conglomeration. Indeed, Gordon’s explanation of
Freud’s dream theory in this chapter reads much like an introduction for the remainder of the book. The second half of the book, composed in brief chapters, explores the
various aspects of conglomeration in relation to character (Chapter Four), language
(Chapter Five), and staging (Chapter Seven). Chapter Six detours a bit to address the
effect of painting on Beckett’s dramaturgy in the play, while the final chapter draws
on elements presented in previous chapters to conclude (again) that the characters
are intended to be read as elements of a single, though fragmented, self. Although
there are intriguing close readings contained within most chapters, the overall structure, with its detailed biographical context and divergent arguments, does little to
create a coherent Freudian reading of the play.
Beyond the troublesome organization, however, the chapters themselves often fail
to clearly connect Freud’s dream theory and Waiting for Godot. In the initial biographical chapter, for example, Gordon focuses on Beckett’s analysis with Wilfred
Bion, but says very little about Beckett’s interest in Freud aside from a rather general 229
overview of Beckett’s connection to avant-garde art movements like Surrealism and
Verticalism. Gordon writes that Beckett was closely associated with the Verticalists,
whose Manifesto contained an “interesting blend of [Eugène] Jolas, Freud, and Jung”
that “called for the ‘hegemony of the inner life over the outer life’” (25). But aside
from Beckett’s interest in such artistic movements, Gordon offers little evidence of
his explicit interest in Freud. This kind of general overview puts Beckett into an historical and cultural context, but does little to substantiate the connection between
Freud and Waiting for Godot. Moreover, there is little in the first chapter of Reading
Godot that cannot be found in Gordon’s earlier study, The World of Samuel Beckett,
1906-1946 (Yale University Press, 1996). Indeed, many passages appear nearly verbatim from the earlier text. As a result, this opening chapter feels both repetitive and
misplaced.
The most original work in the book emerges in Chapter Three in which Gordon
presents her argument for a Freudian approach to Godot. Though external evidence
for Beckett’s connection to Freud is slim, the close readings of the play that Gordon
offers here, and in subsequent chapters, are intriguing. Unfortunately, such readings
are often too brief and too disconnected from each other to explicate the play as an
aesthetic whole. Gordon focuses serious attention on seemingly small elements, such
as her proposition that Cain and Abel were twins (and thus, so too are Estragon and
Vladimir), and the examples of the “paralogic process” in the play’s dialogue, but
does not always connect these elements to the play’s larger aesthetic aims. Gordon
also, inexplicably, interrupts her Freudian argument to consider seemingly tangential discussions, such as the “existential dimension” (Chapter Two) and the influence
of the visual arts in Beckett’s play (Chapter Six). Though obviously related, these
tangential chapters refer to the book’s central argument only superficially. Gordon
writes, for example, that Beckett drew influence from the Impressionists because “He
could infuse his evocation of unconscious thought with their techniques of captur-
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ing the rational mind in operation…” (114). Such argumentation neither furthers the
reading of Godot as a Freudian dream, nor offers a systematic analysis of the development of the unconscious in visual art and Godot. The sixth chapter is too short and
too diverse to do anything more than suggest a connection between Beckett’s characters and their various potential sources of inspiration.
The end result leaves one puzzled as to Gordon’s intended audience. Her opening
biography and the subsequent discussion of Beckett as an existentialist seem clearly
intended for an introductory reader. There is little original research here—nearly all
of Gordon’s information comes from secondary source material—and the prose is
repetitive, as if trying to help the reader remember the key ideas. For example, she
repeatedly notes the importance of unified form and content as expressed in Beckett’s
Proust (1931), and overuses the example of “Let’s go. (They do not move.)” numerous times throughout the book. The slight index and selected bibliography similarly
seem intended for an undergraduate reader. And yet, Gordon’s discussion of Cain
230 and Abel in Chapter Four is too specific for a general introduction to Waiting for
Godot and her discussion of language and the conglomerative effect in Chapter Five
seems confusing and vague, unless one has previously read Freud. To wit, “Concrete
thinking, at the heart of primary process thought, has various manifestations in what
are traditionally called abstraction or metaphoric equivalents, although the spatial
gap (Jakobson’s distinction between vertical and horizontal dimensions) is dissolved
between two parts of the analogy or metaphor” (108). Though a relatively simple concept, Gordon’s (uncited) allusion to the linguist Roman Jakobson and Freud’s theory
of primary process thought seems overly ambitious for an introductory text.
As a more advanced text, however, the book moves too quickly among its various topics to be truly engaging. Most chapters offer an interesting premise, but one
wishes that the specifics of the argument were more fully developed. Occasionally,
too, key ideas rest on slim evidence. Gordon’s claim that Beckett read Freud extensively, for example, is based on a comment made by William York Tindall to the
author in 1965. More importantly, one wishes for more direct evidence that Beckett
was familiar not only with Freud, in general, but with The Interpretation of Dreams,
in particular. Rather than offer concrete evidence from Beckett’s papers or contemporaries, the book relies primarily on circumstantial evidence within Beckett’s texts.
In the wake of James Knowlson’s detailed biography, Damned to Fame: The Life of
Samuel Beckett, the suggestions of Freud within Waiting for Godot feel slight without
more substantial evidence behind them.
Gordon’s Reading Godot, perhaps intentionally, ultimately takes on the feel of
conglomeration itself. She has amassed a considerable collection of critical material
(detailed primarily in the notes) and she offers a close reading of Waiting for Godot
that is intriguing enough to make the reader wish for more. But like the fragmented
dream upon which Gordon bases her reading, the pieces of the book do not quite fit
together. The central argument diverges at times and the tone of the book fluctuates
between theoretical suggestion and introductory repetition. The strongest chapter is
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the first, which borrows extensively from Gordon’s earlier biography and the chapters
that follow read more like the beginnings of individual studies than fully developed
considerations of Freudian theory in practice. One gets the sense that Gordon is pulling several disparate ideas together under the heading of Freudian dream theory, but
that not all of the chapters were originally intended for this study. While the conglomerative effect might work well in dramatic structure, its use in dramatic study
leaves one waiting for more.

Brick, Howard. Age of Contradiction: American Thought and Culture in the
1960s. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2002. $19.95.
Andre Furlani, Concordia University
231

Faithful to his Hegelian title, Howard Brick constructs Age of Contradiction on a
principle of antithesis. During the 1960s, he contends, the United States was the site
of unresolved tensions between, for instance, community and mass culture, authenticity and artifice, and social commitment and consumerism. Is our present “age”
then one of synthesis? Has the internet reconciled community and mass culture, has
the “post-human” ethos of computer science rendered obsolete the very distinction
between the authentic and the artificial, has the anti-globalisation movement integrated activism and commerce? Contradiction characterizes a good many periods.
Periclean Athens, Elizabethan England and the Weimar Republic are near-random
examples of ages vastly more contradictory, as Thucydides, Shakespeare and Brecht
respectively show. It may be more accurate to say that one aspect of the 1960s retained
by Brick is a structuralist tendency to view social and intellectual currents in terms of
antinomies. That the industrialized liberal democracies fail to achieve homogeneity
of purpose and policy is their great strength. This the vitality of the 1960s attests.
It must have looked like a contradiction to American policy-makers when, in
response to the successful Soviet launch of the Sputnik, government funding and
public access to the universities were vastly increased (enrollment doubled over the
decade), only to see them graduate a large vocal generation of campus left ist radicals.
Well, the joke was on the academics too, for enhanced support to, and expansion
of, universities did not bestow on its more autonomy or clout but instead accelerated the socialization of intellectual life. Indeed, as Brick persuasively tells it, all
that intellectual liberty, by which America asserted its moral superiority over Soviet
communism, turned out to conceal an insidious and pervasive system of controls,
managed by public institutions and private industry. Service bureaucracies, mass
universities, multinational corporations and the military, chief beneficiaries of an era
of abundance, restricted the individuals even as affluence appeared to secure their
independence. Socialization coincided with increased concentration of the power
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of organized elites. For all the agitation, Brick concludes, “the established forms of
wealth and power went largely undisturbed.”
Brick sees in television the epitome of “the contradiction between concentrated
organization and popular expression”: the most centralized and commercial of
media, television nevertheless fostered artistic renewal in popular music. The consequences of what was, of course, purely a financial consideration blunted the whatever
subversive force was inherent in such art. (I seem to recall hearing “Light My Fire”
in a car ad not long before the Lizard King himself was arrested for exposing himself
on stage. Contradiction!) Popular music serves Brick as an example of the authenticity-artifice binary. The intimacy, expressiveness and immediacy of performers like
John Coltrane, Bob Dylan and Janis Joplin operated, regardless of their iconoclastic postures and defiance of what Joni Mitchell’s hit tune called “the star-making
machinery,” within the logic of commodification. The very authenticity of such musicians was aggressively merchandized.
The suicide of Sylvia Plath served to advance the same dual purpose. Confessional
232 poetry, Brick notes, “encouraged a style of emotional extremism as likely to shatter
a self as enact it.” Though the topic is not pursued, this reading applies equally to
the “new American poetry,” whose exponents (e.g. Charles Olson, Denise Levertov,
Robert Duncan, Garry Snyder, and, inspiration of the confessional poets, Allen
Ginsberg, etc.), working in conscious opposition to the likes of John Berryman and
Robert Lowell, experimented in a free verse perceived as authenticating.
Gay movements reflected similar tensions in 1960s America. A campy artfulness
of self-presentation did not hinder drag queens from leading, after Stonewall, the
fight for homosexual rights, while lesbians, consolidating an egalitarian, feminist
and “natural” ideal beyond role playing, turned out to be playing just another role.
To the Canadian sociologist Erving Goffman, on whose influential thought Brick
writes in detail, all such social enactments of a primary self is a fiction, a performance
behind which no integral subject can be discerned.
While Goff man in The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life argued for the inescapable artificiality of social roles, for the self as a “construct” as we now say, the
English translation of Frantz Fenon’s Wretched of the Earth cast violence as a legitimate, indeed highly effective means to authenticity. The book contributed to the
Black Power movement (e.g. the Black Panther Party for Self-Defence) and to the
young white Left (e.g. the Weatherman group of guerrilla anti-war protesters). Brick
is especially critical of this shift from utility to independent value in attitudes towards
violence. “In the 1960s, violence became associated with ideas of authenticity, thrived
on an apocalyptic sensibility that contended with the reformist mood of the times,
and grew in part from the very moralism that first sealed protesters in a commitment
to nonviolence.”
Here as elsewhere Brick is, for all the strengths of his judiciousness and clarity,
every bit the American intellectual, treating, perhaps inadvertently, the United States
in an isolation symptomatic of the view of American exceptionalism. This too is a
throwback to the 1960s. Much of his analysis would benefit from a wider context,
e.g. the influence of French thought and culture on the misbegotten search for self
(psychological, national or religious) in slaughter. Canadians, for instance, knew
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this trait best in the 1960s as exhibited by the members of the Front de Liberation
du Québec. Americans have been reminded recently of the French precedent by
Jean Baudrillard’s The Spirit of Terrorism and Requiem for the Twin Towers, where
the committing of atrocities is seen to restore purity–Baudrillard gives it a secular
name, “singularity”: “Terrorism is the act that restores an irreducible singularity to
the heart of a system of generalized exchange.” (It is another reminder of the age of
contradiction in which we now live that Baudrillard should maintain that all this singularity is directed against “a global circulation governed by a single power,” that is
to say, a vastly greater, subtler and purer “singularity” than anything the September
11 hijackers could hope to rival or even to grasp.)
Brick’s book is finally as attentive to harmonies as to dissonances, including a perceived fusion of dispersed Left ist factions in the anti-Vietnam War movement, the
fusion of the old Bohemians and mass culture young in the counter-culture, and the
establishment, partly resulting from these complementary mobilizations, of novel
forms of community–what Talcott Parsons described at the time as “a new set of
associational structures,” elective and founded, along all social planes, on bonds 233
of affection. The 1960s, after all, was the decade in which the French, and then the
Americans, rediscovered the utopian projections of Charles Fourier–literally rediscovered him, in the form of unpublished manuscripts in a Paris closet.
These are views closest to Brick’s own Left ist commitments. He descries the dissolution of visionary optimism in the American capacity to transform social life,
lamenting, in a sense, an American exceptionalism that refuses to stay exceptional.
“Hope for the creation of new social institutions that would revive communities and
sustain networks of interpersonal cooperation has yielded to a cynical distrust of
everything but individualist strategies of success.” The triumph of a global capitalism
hostile to social entitlements justifies, he urges, Left ist renewal: “aspirations aroused
in the 1960s, rather than being outmoded, remain a worthy challenge to what exists.”
Anti-establishment mobilization however persists, though it remains distrustful
of many aspects of 1960s social engagement, including many of those identified in
Brick’s book: its individualist orientation, naive collusion with dubious elements
within the dominant culture, and its susceptibility to the false ideal of “cleansing”
violence. And the activists have a justified distaste for all the nostalgia of the 1960s
generation, a nostalgia to which not even so reserved and astute a critic as Brick can
remain immune.

Dvorak, Marta. Ernest Buckler: Rediscovery and Reassessment. Waterloo,
ON: Wilfrid Laurier UP, 2001. Pp. vii + 279.CAN. $35.00 cloth.
John Orange, King’s College, University of Western Ontario
Last autumn a note from our bookstore advised that Ernest Buckler’s The Mountain
and the Valley was no longer available from the publisher so that another novel would
have to be selected for my course in Canadian literature. If this was another indi-
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cation that the marketplace will decide the Canadian canon as we go along, then
Buckler was now officially out. The arrival of Marta Dvorak’s study of Buckler’s work
was better news and let us hope that her “rediscovery” is not too late.
Most of the studies of Buckler’s novels have concentrated on the sociological and
psychological dimensions of the relationships of the central characters to each other
and to their communities, especially in The Mountain and the Valley. Although
Buckler’s writing has been almost painfully self-conscious, the linguistic and philosophical underpinnings of the texts have been touched upon only lightly. Marta
Dvorak has done a fine job fi lling in that gap. She emphasizes Buckler’s graduate
training in philosophy which leads her to assert that his writing is “grounded in
phenomenological and ontological concerns” that are ultimately “rooted in aporia”
.... and the irreconcilable tension between Unity and Diversity ... the Multiple and
neoplatonic prototype of the One” (4,7). Buckler might have had a wry smile for the
language used to express his themes and approaches, but he is sure to have accepted
234 the concepts readily.
The central ideas of this study are applied to Buckler’s short stories (published and
unpublished) and to the novels that have not received much attention: The Cruelest
Month and Ox Bells and Fireflies. Dvorak limits herself to the final passages of The
Mountain and the Valley, and though her claim that it has been studied sufficiently is
fair enough, still it has not been studied from this perspective in much detail. In fact,
an analysis of only the final pages, when David climbs the mountain, ignores some
elements in the novel that undercut the thesis of the study itself. Granted, Dvorak
attempts to answer these issues when focusing on the other texts, but this is not very
satisfying. One cannot do everything, though, and the strength of the book is that
it pays close attention to the neglected novels as well as to the correspondence and
manuscript material in the Buckler Collection. A good deal is thus added to our
knowledge of Buckler’s habits of mind.
The first two chapters summarize the biographical and bibliographical details of
Buckler’s career as a “farmer who writes” — information that known already. They
set the stage for the lively and insightful discussions of the next five chapters which
focus on Buckler’s use of language to express his literary vision. There is a brief conclusion, helpful notes, and an up-to-date (though not quite complete) bibliography of
Buckler’s works.
In her chapter “Buckler’s Ontological Commitment”, Dvorak traces the roots of
idealism and transcendentalism from the European Romantics, Kant and Emerson
to Buckler’s vision as expressed in David’s ideal/idea of the fusion of subject and
object in his final climb to the top of the mountain in The Mountain and the Valley.
She applies this vision as it appears in Buckler’s other works but then she backs away
a bit from the “influence” of Emerson et al by arguing that “materialist currents of
thought invalidate and undermine his idealist position in an endless dialectic” (67)
which, through an omnipresent liminality explores “the boundaries of internal/
external, self/other, illusion/reality .... (73). The discussion gets very free wheeling
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as it goes on. Dvorak has a habit of moving arbitrarily from “influences” on Buckler
to formulations such as Buckler “may have been acquainted with” the studies of
Edmund Husserl” (79), to Buckler’s stance “coincides with” that of Merleau-Ponty,
or Francis Ponge, or Pierre Francastel, or numerous other writers. Buckler’s images
are “evocative of “ Coleridge or “anticipate” Foucault (99). One wonders whether or
not all this name-dropping is really necessary since the argument is clear without
the cross referencing and Buckler himself probably never read most of the authors
mentioned. The point seems to be to place Buckler in the forefront of Canadian writers who form a bridge from Modernist to the Postmodernist Canadian fiction. Given
Buckler’s rural and conservative background, his insistence on things of and in the
earth, his characters who distrust words themselves, he might have balked at many of
the Postmodern assumptions such as ‘there is nothing outside of the text’.
In chapter four, Dvorak asserts that “Buckler’s texts would seem to be grounded
in a vision of the world as text” (103) in that he uses language to bring all experience
together into a whole through the use of words. Through an abundant use of meta- 235
phors, similes, synesthesia, polysyndeton and the like, Buckler obsessively searches
for exact equivalences — a search that stems from “a monist yearning for Unity”
(110), a yearning that we find also in the artist figures in both the novels and the
short stories. However, this unity can never be captured. The “dynamics of aporia
lie at the heart of Buckler’s ontological concerns” (111). Thus Buckler’s texts dissolve
into ambivalence and tension. Though his texts “overtly or covertly devalorize artists” and “proclaim the supremacy of nature and deny the power and significance
of culture and language,” nevertheless ‘the writer thinks and relates to the world ...
through the fi lter of langue, or language as system” (112). The terms tension, ambivalence, liminality, aporia, dialectic, binary opposition, paradox and the like are very
often used to get us (critics) off the hook. Dvorak at least attempts to furnish an
explanation for the “deliberate irresolution” (113) she detects in Buckler’s treatment
of the artist. She examines The Cruelest Month using Beneviste and Saussure as her
analytical framework. Buckler is attracted to the metalinguistic faculty of language
even though, like Emerson, he is deeply suspicious of its necessarily discretionary
function. Thus we have characters in the novels and stories lined up on two sides of
an unresolved dialectic: those who communicate efficiently in modes other than language such as Letty (one could include Ellen from The Mountain and the Valley), and
those like Paul Creed who incarnate the realm of language and who seem to operate
most like Buckler himself.
After that kind of analysis, it is a little surprising to find in the next chapter that
Buckler’s writing is infused with an aesthetic philosophy which contains a vision
of the “interconnectedness of the good, the beautiful, the true, and the useful....
rooted in a strong ethical vision, a quest for the universal moral law that lies at the
heart of nature” (127). In this section, the vision of David Canaan is taken at face
value as consonant with Buckler’s , and the possible ironies in it are ignored. Here
Buckler’s artistic strategies are seen as didactic and moral: to recreate his domestic
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and natural world in language is good, beautiful and useful — a virtuous attempt to
transmit divine truth. Dvorak locates the large themes that Buckler uses to speculate
on the human condition — truth, time, suffering, death, happiness, family, values,
self-sacrifice — but there is curiously little analysis of the Christian roots of these
speculations despite the fact that some of the stories have explicit Christian references in them. In this regard, what seems to be missing from this analysis is Buckler’s
prolific use of symbols throughout his writing life. There is no entry for ‘symbolism’
in the index of this study and that is curious. Although Dvorak studies some of the
central symbols in The Cruelest Month, there is no real attempt to consider Buckler as
one who thinks or imagines in symbols. This is where a fuller study of The Mountain
and the Valley might have led to a chapter on the structural, mythological, and even
anagogical use of symbolism. Buckler might have written an essay on Aristotle, but
he also grew up in a Christian home.
The final two chapters are the best in the book. Dvorak bravely attempts to justify
236 Buckler’s prose style by demonstrating how it fits exactly what he attempts to do in
his stories. The blurring of historical and ahistorical time and space thus creating a
mythical plane (157) through the use of Arcadian conventions, family bonds, anticipation of happiness, as well as Buckler’s focus on the minute details of the perfect
forms found in nature, allow him and the reader to conjure up the Ideal, the Whole,
the apperception of the Perfect. Yet mortality is never far away. The latter makes the
sensation of the former all the more palpable. The old charges that Buckler’s style is
too convoluted, self-conscious, precious, verbose, tortuous, slow, and all the rest, is
answered admirably in Dvorak’s analysis of just how we are supposed to read it —
with an eye towards “an underlying cohesive yet irreconcilable tension between the
Multiple and the neoplatonic prototype of the One, reminiscent of Emerson’s “Unity
in Variety” (194).Thus, Buckler’s use of “chaotic enumeration”, a form of “ontological
vehemence” (87), plus his use of any number of rhetorical devices all help to express
his overall vision. Dvorak gets a little pretentious in listing these devices (a short list
includes asteismus, parataxis, verbigeration, paronomasia, conglobatio, epanalepsis,
antomasia, metaplasms, anacoluthon, edulcoration, hypallage, metabole — and this
is the short list!) but she explains what each one is and how it works to suit Buckler’s
overall needs. The list and the labels may not convince those who just do not like this
style of writing (pace Lawrence Matthews et al.), nor should they. However, Dvorak’s
enthusiastic insistence that Buckler is a Literary Impressionist whose prose needs
to be appreciated in the context of what his writing is all about is backed up with
insightful and clever analysis.
The high-wire act that Dvorak constructs in her book is one which balances the
notion of Modernist Idealism in its high metaphysical mode against the deep scepticism of Postmodern relativism. She points to Buckler as a practitioner of both. Can
she (or he) have it both ways? Thematically and philosophically Buckler is posited
as the former, and in his prose style he is assessed as putting a postmodern scepticism to the aid of a modernist Idealism. By emphasizing the romantic roots of both
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stances, Dvorak makes a fascinating case that Buckler deserves a much higher place
in the Canadian pantheon than he now occupies. Let’s hope at least that her study
convinces some publisher to print at least one more run of The Mountain and the
Valley.

Atwood, Margaret. Negotiating with the Dead: A Writer on Writing.
Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2002. xxiv + 219 pp. $29.95.
Lorraine York, McMaster University
Margaret Atwood’s new book of essays is a revised version of the series of six Empson
lectures that she delivered at the University of Cambridge in 2000. Although they
are recast for written form, they retain some of the spontaneity of the oral occa- 237
sion, as, for instance, when Atwood opens her musings by noting that the literary
critic whose name graces the lecture series, William Empson, was expelled from the
university that now honours his name for having contraceptives discovered in his
room. As Atwood wryly observes, today he might well be expelled from Cambridge
for not having them in his room. This is the lively, ironic Atwoodian voice familiar
to readers of her earlier collection of non-fiction prose, Second Words. Where the
present volume differs from that previous collection, however, is in its sequential,
programmatic nature. In the tradition of such prestigious lecture series, Atwood’s
essays build upon each other, to construct a macrocosmic view of the subject: in this
case, the writing life.
Readers of these essays will find material that illuminates Atwood’s own works
instead of strikingly original contributions to literary theory. In this respect, the first
few essays are exemplary. In the opening piece, “Orientation: Who do you think you
are?,” Atwood locates herself as a writer in a personal and social sense, describing
her childhood attraction to worlds created with words and her young adult struggles
with what it meant to be an aspiring woman writer in the 1950s and early 1960s in
Canada. When she recalls the moment that she realized that writing was what she
wanted to do with her life, Atwood reaches for a language of transformation and
romanticism: “It wasn’t the result but the experience that had hooked me: it was the
electricity. My transition from not being a writer to being one was instantaneous,
like the change from docile bank clerk to fanged monster in ‘B’ movies.” This rhetoric
foreshadows the later essays in the volume, where Atwood constructs a mythological,
even, at times, magical way of conceptualizing the writer’s art.
In many ways, the most successful sections of Negotiating with the Dead are the
middle essays that treat the often neglected topic of the economic status of the writer:
What are the material considerations at stake in being a writer? Atwood tackles these
questions with a sophistication and complexity that are sometimes lacking in other,
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breezier parts of the volume. For instance, she addresses the ideological conflict
between the common notion of the worldly disinterestedness of art and the undeniable role of money in the production of art. “One mark of a true priest [of art],”
writes Atwood, “is his lack of interest in money; so goes the tradition, or rather the
traditions, for many cultures share this view. But where does this leave the artist
and his sacred work, not to mention his heating bill?” This is remarkably similar to
the insights of sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, who has written at length about the way
in which the ideology of art as disinterested belies its fundamental reliance upon
economics. Atwood perceives this too: “The money factor is often underplayed in
biographies,” she notes. “Yet money is often definitive, not just in what a writer eats
but in what he or she writes.”
Strangely, though, when we approach the closing essays in Negotiating with the
Dead, Atwood seems to have forgotten these perceptions about the economic interestedness of art in favour of a quasi-mystical, magical understanding of the artist
238 as the one who descends into the Underworld and then makes the difficult journey
back, in writing, in order to share what he or she has learned from the realm of the
dead. All writing, claims Atwood, “is motivated, deep down, by a fear of and a fascination with mortality—by a desire to make the risky trip to the Underworld, and
to bring something or someone back from the dead.” Th is will be no surprise to critics and seasoned readers of Atwood’s work, from the very first, cottage-produced
volume of poems, significantly entitled Double Persephone. Even her most explicitly
political texts, like Bodily Harm, take the form of a quest to an underworld that no
one else seems to want to hear about, much less visit. Still, the mythological approach
of the final essays, informed, as Atwood’s own notes tell us, by her recollection of
statements made in her undergraduate class by Northrop Frye, and by readings of
books like Fraser’s The Golden Bough and Graves’s The White Goddess, subsumes the
economic and socially situated analyses of the opening essays. The writer becomes a
duplicitous, magical quester. In the early essays, Atwood draws a distinction between
the hyped up representations of “the writer” and the person who actually sits down
to produce a text, but by the end of the volume, this demystified writer-in-the-world
is largely forgotten.
Lest I seem to be criticizing Atwood for not being a literary theorist (a role she conspicuously renounces in her introduction to the volume), I should say that this split
that I have discerned in these essays is one that Atwood addresses, though she does
not explicitly perceive it in her own essays. “It seems that when the artist tries for a
sphere of power beyond that of his art, he’s on shift y ground; but if he doesn’t engage
himself with the social world at all, he risks being simply irrelevant—a doodler, a fabricator of scrimshaw, a fiddler with bric a brac, a recluse who spends his time figuring
out how many angels can prance on the head of a pin. What to do?”
Indeed. What to do? Atwood herself has spoken of the way in which the artist
who pursues social justice more often than not becomes a target, as she feels she
did when she took up the anti-free-trade position in the late 1980s. For all that, she
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has remained a writer with a high political profi le. When she visits striking Calgary
Herald workers, the daily newspapers take note. And yet, as an artist with powerful
ties to mythological, universalizing approaches to literature, she experiences a split
between politics and aesthetics. For Atwood, the solution seems to lie in the perception that the Underworld sought out by the writer can be the realm of social injustice,
and yet she remains, as ever, wary of becoming labeled as a supporter of particular
causes, since she retains a dedication to the artistic artifact as, somehow transcending partisan issues. What to do, indeed? In this latest book of essays, Atwood remains
riven by this conflict, a conflict that deserves more concentrated attention on the part
of her critics and readers.

Griffin, Gabriele. Contemporary Black and Asian Women Playwrights in
Britain. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2003. $91
Victoria Sams, Dickinson College
As one might guess from its title, Contemporary Black and Asian Women Playwrights
in Britain presents dramatists of the past two decades whose work is often defined
by the categories of gender and race. In the book’s introduction, Gabriele Griffin
describes her project as a response to conditions that have excluded these playwrights’
work from the institutions of production, preservation, publication, and scholarly
study. She contends that, “The invisibilization of that body of work in theatre history
replicates and reinforces the marginalization of Black and Asian women’s work in
British culture” (35). A glance at the book’s bibliography indicates that such exclusion
has not been total, and Griffin takes care to acknowledge those whose efforts have
made such work more visible (citing Naseem Khan’s 1976 report The Arts Britain
Ignores as well as more recent surveys of Black British theatre by Mary Karen Dahl
and Julie Stone Peters, among many others). The book draws on numerous personal
interviews and materials obtained directly from individual theatre artists and from
the companies’ archives, and her collation and analysis of these materials will prove
valuable to those with an interest in British theatre history and dramatic literature.
Griffin’s book addresses increasingly important concerns of diaspora studies as well,
particularly in its integration of postcolonial readings of cultural identity and geography with dramatic analysis.
Such cultural analysis has been made easier with the emergence of many new
resources and publications in the few years since this book’s publication. Just a few
examples indicate how the landscape has shifted in a short time. For instance, the
London-based Theatre Museum now has an extensive and more easily searchable
archive of Black and Asian performance in Britain, through the efforts of Susan Croft.
Alda Terraciano, Dominic Hingorani and other scholars helped with that project and
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contributed to the online Asian arts database, SALIDAA. An AHRC-funded archive
of British Asian theatre is underway at the University of Exeter, and is due to launch
in 2008. Several recent collections of critical essays and interviews devoted to British
Black and Asian theatre have answered this need as well, among them Ann Fuchs
and Geoff rey Davis’ Staging New Britain (Peter Lang, 2006) and Dimple Godiwala’s
Alternatives Within the Mainstream (Cambridge Scholars, 2007). Yet Griffin’s expression of concern for that which is unseen and unheard urges against complacency,
even in the midst of such activity and attention.
Currently Professor of Gender Studies at the University of Hull, Griffin has taken
up issues of representation and marginalization in numerous other publications. She
is the author of HIV/AIDS and Representation: Visibility Blue/s (Manchester UP, 2000)
and Heavenly Love? Lesbian Images in 20th Century Women’s Writing (Manchester
UP, 1993), and is co-founding editor of the journal Feminist Theory (Sage, 2000).
More recently, her sociological examinations of women’s studies and its impact on the
240 workplace experiences of women have resulted in three books authored or co-edited
by her: Women’s Employment, Women’s Studies and Equal Opportunities 1945 – 2001
(University of Hull Press, 2002), Employment, Equal Opportunities and Women’s
Studies: Women’s Experiences in Seven European Countries (Ulrike Helmer Verlag,
2004), and Doing Women’s Studies: Employment Opportunities, Personal Impacts and
Social Consequences (Zed Books, 2005). With theatre studies scholar Elaine Aston,
she collaborated on a book of feminist theatre criticism as well as on editorial introductions to several new plays by British women playwrights.
Griffin references some of her own work when discussing the limitations she finds
in studies of “postcolonial”, “intercultural”, “world” and “immigrant” drama, as well
as the historical baggage carried by the terms “Black British” and “British Asian”.
Noting the diversity of situations and sensibilities potentially conflated by such
terms, Griffin stresses the importance of reading these playwrights as “constitutive
subjects” of Britain, and argues forcefully for understanding their work as an integral
part of the British theatrical landscape.
2
Griffin takes up Avtar Brah’s concept of “diasporic space” as an organizing principle for what is primarily a thematic study of the selected plays. Stressing the ways
that the term connotes both dispersion and attachment, she analyzes the works’
dramatization of the situations and the spaces in which individual and collective
memories interact. Diasporic space, therefore, is understood as more than a physical
location; rather, it connects multiple locations through its material, psychological,
and social conditions. Griffin extends this concept to her analysis of theatrical space,
both as setting and as production site, although her analysis emphasizes plot and
character analysis over close examination of the staging of the plays (e.g. production
design, performances, venue specifics). Each chapter addresses two or three plays
and a particular facet of diasporic life that features in the selected plays. She begins
by charting the various forms of migration as they feature in a broad range of plays:
migration between countries, return journeys to home countries, travel to parents’
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home countries or temporary reverse migration, and even migration within countries.
In chapters devoted to such topics as “Spirituality”, “Geographies of Un/Belonging”,
and “Racing Sexualities”, Griffin examines selected plays’ depictions of the repercussions of migration for Black and Asian people. She notes as well the predicament of
those British-born characters that others in Britain read as migrant figures regardless of their “individual histories”. For readers unfamiliar with the plays treated, the
thematic approach can be frustratingly peripatetic, as some ideas and play readings
recur sporadically without clarifying contextual information. Nevertheless, Griffin’s
analysis of the issues and plays is consistently incisive.
Griffin’s treatment of the playwrights’ biographies, the plays’ production histories and of the founding of the relevant theater companies is informed and cogent,
and her linkage of the conditions of production and reception of these works to the
politics of race and gender is nuanced. She acknowledges the need for further study
of audience composition and responses to the production, which would enhance her
own analysis. The book provides a useful introduction to both celebrated playwrights
(Meera Syal, Winsome Pinnock, Tanika Gupta) and less well-known writers deserving of more critical attention (Trish Cooke, Mary Cooper, Jacqueline Rudet), and is
a useful addition to an area of theater studies no longer neglected, but warranting
further and much more sustained research.

Hogan, Patrick Colm. Cognitive Science, Literature, and the Arts: A Guide
for Humanists. New York and London: Routledge, 2003. Pp. 244. $29.95.
Valerie Reed, Max Statkiewicz, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Cognitive science is trendy. It seems to be everywhere these days—like metaphor,
which the adepts of this new field consider ubiquitous and crucial for understanding
the workings of the human mind. Metaphor has been a primary focus of cognitive
studies in the arts, and constitutes a link between the experimental methods of the
hard sciences, linguistics, and the humanities—although the name “human sciences”
in the positivist tradition of Geisteswissenschaften might be more appropriate for the
cognitivist approach. Patrick Colm Hogan explores this approach and the importance of the study of metaphor to cognitive research in the humanities, but his book
is far from being merely another compendium of conceptual metaphors, a series of
thematically conceived case studies. It is rather a sort of primer of cognitive science
for those humanists who do not wish to be left behind by the “cognitive revolution.” It
offers a lucid outline of the field’s “basic concepts,” “basic methods” and “basic ideas”
(p. 4), illustrated with examples drawn from music, literature, and fi lm.3
Cognitive science is resolutely analytical. The most complex manifestations of
human creativity are claimed to be reducible to relatively simple entities, which can
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be submitted to an algorithm that yields the desired results as if it were a computer
program. Computer programming is indeed a model for cognitive methodology: “. .
. insofar as the cognitive architecture may be implemented on a computer, the solution to the problem should be a program that would run on the computer and would
produce the right outputs given the relevant inputs” (p. 31). This research, conducted
according to the rigorous methods of the natural sciences, constitutes the ground for
the new approach to all domains of human activity.
Hogan’s book addresses a wide range of topics in cognitive science, in fields ranging from psychology to neurobiology. The survey of such cognitivist views on human
thought constitutes the basis for Hogan’s detailed treatment of various domains of the
human sciences. These theories concern both cognitive architecture (the structure
of the mind) and the brain’s way of organizing and processing information. Hogan
proposes a rapprochement between two leading theories, representationalism and
connectionism, despite significant differences between them. Representationalism
242 considers the mind as subjectivity but grounds its study in empirical research, while
connectionism relies upon a neurophysiological model of the brain’s architecture as
neurons and synapses integrated into a “parallel distributed processing” (PDP) network (48f.). Hogan does a fine job of laying out the theoretical details, although the
reading of a few lines from King Lear that concludes and illustrates his discussion
does not entirely justify the complexity of the theory behind it (at least if one accepts
the principle of Occam’s razor, which Hogan himself will evoke in the last chapter
of the book).
For representationalism in particular, the study of memory is essential to
understanding the workings of the mind. Humanists should be amenable to this connection. Memory (Mnēmosunē), after all, is the mother of the Muses. Hogan seems
to be “vaguely aware” of this when he speaks of memory’s “crucial place in every
aspect of human thought and action,” but here again he prefers to think of memory
as a sort of computer, a “system that allows [one] to synthesize information from different sources of input” (p. 13). Compared to the enigmatic and “cognitively opaque”
character of Mnēmosunē in Greek mythology and poetry, the theory behind this
definition of memory might indeed provide a clearer understanding of art! “Vague
awareness,” for instance, is a vulgar formulation of what cognitivism designates with
more scientific rigor as short-term or “working memory,” which includes all elements
of “our current train of thought.” Perhaps more interesting is “long-term memory,”
a system of “words, facts, and personal experiences, that are permanently stored in
our minds” and whose components can be “activated” by what cognitivists call a
“probe”—an “idea or perception that in some way matches with a particular memory”
(p. 13). One might think here of the taste of a little French cake called madeleine that
“activated” one of the most famous novels of our time, Remembrance of Things Past
(A la recherche du temps perdu), a novel about memory that could function as a test
for the cognitivist theory. In fact, the novel has been read as a test of Henri Bergson’s
theory of memory, presented in his book Matter and Memory (Matière et mémoire),
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of which Marcel Proust was an avid reader. Unfortunately, this momentous encounter between the philosophy of memory and its literary exploration is not “activated”
in Hogan’s book.4
The problem of creativity—central for the study of literature and the arts—might
be considered the ultimate test of cognitive science’s ability to “guide the humanities.” Hogan cites Sternberg and Lubart’s “standard definition” of creativity as “the
ability to produce work that is both novel (i.e., original, unexpected) and appropriate (i.e. useful, adaptive concerning task constraints)” (p. 59)—a definition that goes
back to the balance between innovation and repetition necessary to the enjoyment
of music discussed earlier in the book. Hogan acknowledges that this definition
“seems dull and banal,” but argues that this is a good thing, since it upholds the most
fundamental principle of cognitive science: that of the continuity between ordinary
thought processes and artistic ones. Creative production is not of an entirely different
order from everyday thinking, but rather an extension of and variation on that thinking. Now, it is relatively easy to justify this principle in the domain of the sciences, 243
and hence for the cognitivists scientific research becomes the model of creativity
(“chemistry, poetry, or whatever,” says Hogan—p. 69), directed toward methodical
problem-solving rather than questioning the method itself. Hogan himself at times
notes the limits of this approach (“it does not seem that all creativity is discovery in
the scientific sense” [61]), but this does not negate the general sense of his discussion. Despite some potential objections, he writes, “the basic premise of this approach
seems indisputable.” (61).
This principle of the continuity between the ordinary use of language and its use
in science, art, and literature, as well as the principle of comprehensive systematization, informs the approach of cognitivists like Lakoff, Johnson, and Turner to the
question of poetic metaphor as well. According to their theories, nearly all thinking is structured according to a handful of basic metaphors; to understand these
“conceptual metaphors” is to understand cognition, so that it is not innovative but
banal, “dead” metaphors that are most important (94-95). As is the case for creativity
in general, poetic metaphors constitute a kind of variation on ordinary conceptual
thought: “unusual or striking variations on the standard metaphors” (99). Such an
approach seems to leave little room for the idea of poetic metaphor as an instance
of radical creativity—an idea that other theorists of metaphor, such as Paul Ricoeur,
5
have emphasized.
The cognitive approach to narrative (which in Hogan’s view unexpectedly includes
the lyric) displays the same proclivity for ordinariness and systematization. Hogan
cites his own earlier research resulting in a general typology of narrative universals,
that is, basic ways of ordering the events in a story. Hogan claims to have found these
relatively simple structures across nearly all cultural traditions. Three structures in
particular are prototypical, deriving from human emotions, and more precisely from
our emotional and intellectual attitude toward happiness, so that for each “happiness prototype” there is a corresponding narrative structure (135). Again we fi nd the
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idea that an aspect of literature—in this case, narrative—can be explained by reference to some very basic organizational patterns of the human mind. While Hogan’s
research yields some provocative ideas, one is struck here by the absence of any mention of such theorists of narrative typology as Vladimir Propp, Claude Lévi-Strauss,
Northrop Frye, or Roland Barthes.
This is, in fact, characteristic of Hogan’s methodology throughout this book. While
his discussion of the principles and different approaches of cognitive science in its
own right is clear and often fascinating, when he tries to demonstrate the potential
application of those principles to the arts, he often falters. He moves within a close
circle of cognitive theory, and when he ventures into the fields of aesthetics or literary criticism he does so without acknowledging the important work that has already
been done there, work often prefiguring, challenging—and surpassing—the results
that he is able to offer from the cognitive perspective. When he does gesture toward
earlier work in aesthetics, it is only to either note questions that he claims aesthetics
244 has been unable to answer, or to appropriate the answers it has offered as “precursors
of cognitivism” (7).
Thus, unsurprisingly, Hogan’s treatment of emotion begins by asserting its inseparability from cognition and argues that while aesthetics has been unable to explain
why we react emotionally to stories we know to be fictional, cognitivism may finally
be able to solve the mystery. More surprisingly, it is in the ancient and medieval
Sanskrit theoretical tradition that Hogan, following other cognitive theorists of the
nature of literary emotion, finds his inspiration. The notion of dhvani or suggestiveness, which communicates artistic emotions, becomes the key term in the cognitivist
theory of emotions. Hogan defines it as “all the elements of any memory system
(lexical, episodic, or other) that receive activation as a result of the experience of the
literary work” (157). He even identifies dhvani with the connectionist notion of PDP
networks (156), as part of a technically detailed discussion of emotion in terms of
neurobiological research.
The last chapter of Hogan’s book cannot fail to amaze the reader accustomed to
the enthusiastic tone of what precedes it. Ostensibly, the chapter is a critique—a very
rigorous critique—of the excesses commonly found in the evolutionary psychology
often adopted by cognitive science. In fact, the critique concerns cognitive science in
general and it would be difficult to limit its use to the troubling conclusions of evolutionary psychology. In any politically implicated domain, and certainly in literature
and the arts, a cognitive scientist must be ready to question the ideological implications of his or her scientific assumptions, lest s/he arrive, in Hogan’s own words, at
conclusions “based more on dominant ideology than on rigorous empirical study”
(202). There is perhaps no better way to such questioning than a genuine interaction
between the humanities and cognitive science. When, earlier in the book, Hogan
writes that it is possible to “use the arts to challenge cognitive theories and ideas,” he
in fact points out the most promising avenue for humanist contributions to future
research in cognitive science.
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ENDNOTES
1 http://www.library.wisc.edu/etext/Jonas/ Jónas Hallgrímsson, Selected Poetry and Prose, <http://
digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Jonas>, tr. and ed. Dick Ringler (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin-Madison General Library System, 1999).
2 Brah, Avtar. Cartographies of Diaspora: Contesting Identities. London: Routledge, 1996. This book
bridges social science research with cultural criticism in its analysis of the formation of British
Asian diasporic identities in the context of global migration and of the socioeconomic and cultural
conditions of post-WWII Britain.
3 For another view of the “cognitive revolution” in literature, see a special issue of Poetics Today, 23:1
(Spring 2002), and the critical response of Hans Adler and Sabine Gross, “Adjusting the Frame:
Comments on Cognitivism and Literature,” in Poetics Today, 23:2 (Summer 2002), p. 195-220.
4 The importance of this encounter has been noted by thinkers from Walter Benjamin (e.g., “On
Some Motifs in Baudelaire,” in Illuminations (ed. Hannah Arendt, trans. Harry Zohn [New York:
Schocken Books, 1968]) to Gilles Deleuze (Proust and Signs, trans. Richard Howard [New York:
George Braziller, 1972]). The latter even makes a “cognitivist” connection between Bergson’s
theory and the molecular biology of the brain in the 1988 Afterword to his Bergsonism, trans. Hugh
Tomlinson and Barbara Habberjam (New York: Zone Books, 1988), p. 117.
5 For a comparison between cognitivist views of metaphor and those of Ricoeur’s hermeneutics, see
Max Statkiewicz, “Live Metaphor in the Age of Cognitivist Reduction,” in Monatshefte, Vol. 95, No. 4
(2003): 546-67.
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